
Every year several languages die out. Some people think that this is important because life will be 
easier if there are fewer languages in the world.

To what extent do you agree or disagree with this opinion?

The inevitable fact is multitude of languages have been spoken by different nation’s people world 
over, yet, several languages have vanished every year. Some people argue that this incident has 
brought more convenience in their daily life. This subject will be considered in this essay to realize 
whether diminished languages is beneficial to society or not.

Some individuals point out that language is indicative of national history and ethos which should be 
preserved and passed to the next generation. They claim that a country’s specific character cannot be 
maintained unless people protect their local language as it is symbol of their ancestors’ life and 
ancient traditions. For instance, in my mother tongue, there are a lot of epic poems from famous 
poets like Saadi and Hafez which can directly connect you with past century of my country. If Persian 
language will be died out in future, it is crystal clear that the next generation even will not know 
about our memorable poets and our literature easily will be demolished.

Others mention that disappearing more and more languages annually can strongly contributes to the 
society. They believe that international communications are challenging enough even with one unique 
language let alone the existence of variety of languages. In order to create a worldwide village, all 
governments, enterprises and individuals should collaborate to define an international language and 
adopt a required measures to provide education for all citizens to be able to speak it not only without 
major mistakes but also fluently. 

I am personally of the notion that places a priority in highlighting a language as a cosmopolitan 
language because an international business or education communication, oversea purchases, social 
contacts and an acquaintance to different parts of world’s cultures will be easier only if is there a 
prevalent spoken language among people. Although English is determined as an international 
language, still there are many nations which are unable to speak it.

To conclude, some people agree with the trend of fading more languages occasionally because they 
assume that less languages in the world will be result in easier and more pleasurable life. Based on 
above evidences, my firm conviction Is this trend is not only is not detrimental to society but also can 
facilitate people’s life.


